
TRC'S BOARD MEETING, 9/9/2015 - CAESAR'S RESTAURANT 

Present:  Monte French, Mark Perkins, Linda Downey, Mike Griffith, Steve Ferguson, Lawrence Mauck, Robert 

Johnson, Jeff Stoneman, Weston Stoneman, Molly French, Ann Griffith, Kim Johnson  

 

Topics of Discussion: 

1. Monte reported the TRC Treasury at about $13,000.   

a. Doug will e-mail Treasure report. 

2. Nominating Committee report:   

a. Robert Johnson has agreed to serve as TRC VP for 2016-2017. 

b. TRC is still seeking a volunteer to serve as Treasurer.  Nominations from the floor will be 

accepted at the Fall picnic, Nov. 8.   

3. Hunt Test Co-chairs, Mark and Robert reported the plan for the Sept. 18-20 Hunt Test in Emporia, VA.   

a. The Thunder Simulator will be used for the O/H Qual.  We will evaluate the use of the 

Simulator and decide on additional purchases.  If purchased, these will be used only for events. 

Mark and Robert are doing research to identify the most suitable holding blinds for purchase. 

4. Jeff Stoneman will Chair for our fall Licensed, October 23 -25, Stepanian Cedarview Farm. 

a. Event is open for entries on EE.  Good judges, but since we are competing with 2 other east 

coast club - a small entry is expected.  This fall event is historically the one with less member 

participation so volunteers are needed.     Leon Stepanian will host reception for handlers, 

members, workers on Saturday, following completion of stakes.  

5. TRC Fall Meeting/Picnic on November 8 needs volunteers to Chair and Co-Chair.   

a. TRC Men are in charge of this event.    TRC women held a very successful Summer Picnic at 

Providence Forge, so TRC Men have a challenge to come up with an equal.   Monte indicted 

that we have permission to use the Powhatan Correctional Center grounds and Pavilion, but 

we need to make this reservation soon.  Contact Monte to volunteer.  The main responsibility 

for the event includes arranging the menu, and coordinating the various tests.   

b. Last year's winners are the judges and the Secretary will bring all of the paperwork needed.  

The Secretary recommends that we not purchase Rosettes for this event, since the Rosettes for 

the summer event, costing $250 were not picked up by those competing.  When Chairs are 

identified this needs to be decided. 

  

  

Reported by:  Linda Downey, Recording Secretary 


